
Travel and Events

Legacy forest 
We need around 10,000 trees to plant a legacy forest, however 
in such cases, Trees4Travel would take larger plantations and 
split them up, so choice would then be more limited – these 
would be a part of their ‘one forest at a time’ to keep it 
sustainable for them to do the job properly. 
Branding of partners and corporate sponsors (where allowable) 
for co-branded plaques carrying the names of the corporate 
sponsor, Trees4Travel and Capita Travel and Events for Legacy 
forests.
There are two options for legacy forests:
1. Legacy forest purchase 10,000 trees.
2. Hold off planting until the required number of trees have 

been purchased to create a legacy forest.

Rotating widget - highlight your commitment to 
sustainability
Trees4Travel offer a company colour branded rotating widget 
which can be added to corporate websites, to show your 
partnership and our collective progress with live data showing 
the number of trees planted and Co2 to be absorbed. The widget 
will start to rotate once 100,000 have been planted.

How is the carbon calculated 
Co2 is measured through data calculated by IPCC, DEFRA 
and GHG Protocol Our partner uses an approximation for 
accommodation as the complexity between properties makes 
reporting unsustainable, however they are working on a system 
to enable properties to measure their emissions per room night.

How often is the Defra Carbon Calculator updated?
Updated annually, however if a new aircraft enters the fleet or a 
new route is introduced this will be updated more frequently. In 
case of a new route, an airline can extrapolate carbon emissions 
from a similar route (aircraft type and distance) or await the 
collection of route specific information over a [period of one 
year].

How is the type of aircraft considered in the carbon 
calculator methodology?
Fuel efficiency, seat configurations, etc., and for those routes 
in which two or more aircraft types are used, the weighted 
averages are calculated.
Seat capacity and passenger load factor + Co2/passenger 
calculation formula: total fuel burn*pax to freight ratio) *3.157/
(seat capacity*pax load factor)

What travel services can be offset 
Our partner can offset air, hotel, rail, car rental, charter flights, 
taxi and ferry. The next phase of our roadmap delivery will 
include offsetting of car rental, taxi, ferry, meetings and events. 
Your Account Manager will share information with you when this 
is planned.

Trees4Travel and Trees4Travel and 
carbon offset FAQscarbon offset FAQs

Historic offset  
Simple steps to ‘historic offset’: 
Make a bigger impact on your carbon 
footprint in three simple steps.

1. We share your 2019/2020 
trip data.

2. Our carbon partner will do the 
maths and send you a quote.

3. Trees4Travel plant trees to offset 
your Co2 emissions.

Why are the emissions lower/higher 
dependent on what cabin class I 
travel in.
Premium class seating configurations 
take up more space and weight on an 
aircraft than economy class seating. Based on ICAO 
recommendations, the emissions associated with premium class 
travel are estimated as double those in economy. By providing 
accurate data during the file upload we can support customers to 
travel smart offsetting these trips 

Accreditation 
The Gold Standard and Verra - Standards for a Sustainable Future

What is the target duration to offset a trip 
Within 10 Years. A baby sapling will offset 6kgs of Co2 in its first 
year, growing to 22kgs per year when it matures to 10 years old.
A tree lives for 140+ years and continues to remove Co2 from the 
atmosphere, storing carbon for many years after.

Financial and sponsorship obligations 
• Provide the geo-coordinates of the plantations

• Provide digital maps, showing the branding of partners and 
corporate sponsors (where allowable) Seek consent from the 
respectable tree planting partner (TPO).

• Follow up via the partners as well as our own team to arrange 
customer site visits

• Seek consent to add a co-branded plaque carrying the names of 
the corporate Sponsor, the partner and Trees4Travel (applicable 
to legacy forests)

Make every effort to plant in the country region selected by the 
corporate sponsor and/or partner

Tree sponsorship
Sponsorship for the purpose of voluntary carbon offset, 
management and reporting.

Once planted the trees are ‘virtually owned’ for life – the trees are 
being paid for and planted for our customers and are not resold.  

https://www.goldstandard.org/
https://verra.org/


Therefore, our partner only focuses on rewilding as opposed to 
farming projects where trees are cut down at 20 years old, and then 
replanted with further donations. 

Trees4Travel’s projects are also mainly government land and is 
therefore protected.

The Brazilian ‘Protected Forest’ conservation project is land that has 
been purchased by a charity.

Mandatory Certification Certified Carbon Units (CCU)
Emission units (or credits) are created through a regulatory 
framework. Retired carbon is recorded on the public register, with 
serial numbers and certificates in the name of the purchaser issued for 
compliancy at the end of the financial year. 

These are primarily used for Corporates who need to mandatory 
report their carbon. Through Certified Carbon Units (CCU) 
(protected Forest Conservation Projects). Trees4Travel can provide 
official certificates of offsetting. 1 CCU = 1 Carbon ton (1000kg). 
With Trees4Travel planting 1 complimentary gifted tree per CCU 
purchased. (Minimum threshold requirement = 1000 CCUs).

Certification Certified Carbon Units (CCU) the Protected Forest 
Project 
Protected forest, Amazonian conservation project of 40,000 hectares 
in Brazil. 3rd party measures Co2 absorption. Validated to a gold level 
for climate adaptation, as well as delivering exceptional community 
and biodiversity benefits, conserving several vulnerable tree species 
along with numerous bird species. This land was previously going 
to be cleared for livestock rearing, however this project is now 
establishing alternative economic activities for the local communities 
including commercializing the collection of medicinal plants and acai 
berries, a superfood, grape like fruit.

One of the Trees4Travel team visits and stays for 3 weeks each 
quarter. Customer site visits can also be organised for this project. 
The project is fully certified by Climate, Community and Biodiversity 
Standard (CCBS) with Gold Distinction and Verified Carbon Standard 
(VCS).

Can non-Capita Travel and Events booked travel be offset? 
Yes, personal/business trips by car, private charter etc can be 
included. Please contact your Account Manager.

Carbon sequestration
Carbon sequestration or carbon dioxide removal (CDR) is the long-
term removal, sequestration of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere 
to slow or reverse atmospheric Co2 pollution and to mitigate or 
reverse global warming.

Do some air suppliers already offset flights emissions?
Yes, some airlines already offset emissions from flights through 
sustainable fuel (SAFs) and offset projects. Where recognised, these 
are reported and calculated by DEFRA:

Forest fires / natural disasters
Forest fires are an ongoing problem, and as part of Trees4Travel and 
the UN’s Trillion Tree campaign they are trying to fix them quicker 
than they happen, so we give nature the help it needs. 

Many forest fires in North America have been caused by the Douglas 
Fir Bark Beetle – they’re attracted to stressed trees (caused by 
drought), they then feed on the trees, which dry out and are then 
susceptible to wildfires. The area was treated in 2019 following the 
fires in 2017. It will always be an ongoing battle, but nature really 
needs help to recover as quickly as possible.

Risk and assurance questions

Reforestation and forest audits 
Projects are routinely and constantly monitored by Trees4Travel and 
local communities through audits and site visits. 

How does the customer know that their trees have been 
planted?
The portal shows how many trees have been planted, customers 
have access to satellite footage, tree locations are shared with 
the customer which are also supported with rhotos, video 
footage and satellite imaging. corporates can arrange site visits 
to their forest locations. 

• Aiming to provide enhanced satellite imagery (end 2021).

• Provide the geo-coordinates of the plantations.

• Provide digital maps, showing the branding of partners and 
corporate sponsors (where allowable).

Transparency 
Through continual communication and technology. 

Dashboard questions

Carbon credit
Trees4Travel can create a unique record for each traveller, and 
can carry over any credit of Co2 from the previous month, so 
for example, if a traveller makes a trip of 70kgs in month 1, they 
would plant one tree that would offset 164.1kgs within 10years, 
leaving 94.1kgs credit, to offset against future trips.

Reporting 
Currently developing graphical representation of the data – pie 
charts to show emissions – by class/cost centre etc. and line 
charts to show emissions over time, but with the option of ‘what 
If’ scenarios - you’ll be able to run a report of your choosing, and 
change, for example, all short haul flights from. Business Class 
to Premium Economy and see that versus actual data. Monthly 
reports show carbon emitted vs carbon absorbed. 

Setting targets
Corporates can set monthly ‘emissions allowances’ – either 
companywide or by cost centre, or even traveller – this will be 
optional and ‘part of the service’. You will receive emails when 
hit 20%/40% etc. with the idea of helping you monitor and 
reduce your unnecessary travel.

Booking cancellations
It is recognised that the purchasing of an offset by a corporate 
is a charitable donation and, hence, if a passenger pays for an 
offset but does not travel, this offset should be “carried over” 
as a credit for a subsequent flight. Trees4Travel plant and assign 
according to departures in the previous month, so for example, 
any trips that departed in January would be invoiced mid-
February. 

Booking amendments 
Trees4Travel plant and assign according to departures in the 
previous month, so for example, any trips that departed in 
January would be invoiced mid-February.  Any changes would 
need to be submitted before the 10th of the month following 
the trip, otherwise the tree will be assigned to the account and 
will remain there as a credit for any future trips.

Finance questions

Finance process 
Any trips departed before the 31st of the prior month will be 
prepared for and signed off by the 10th of the month (this allows 
for historic trips to be added where required).  1 Invoice per 
customer with breakdown of emissions emitted with number 
of trees and cost to offset summary. Trees4Travel system will 
email Capita Travel and Events and the corporate a summary 
of trips to be billed, with an ‘approve’ button that will link and 
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require sign in for acceptance. Once approval has been received 
the Trees4Travel system will generate an automated email to 
corporate account owner and Capita Travel and Events and advising 
of acceptance  Any amendments may be made up to the 14th of the 
month, allowing 4 days for alterations should they be necessary. 
Capita Travel and Events will then invoice for Trees4Travel services.

Tax deductible
Where the offsetting expense is incurred for the purposes of your 
trade i.e. for sponsorship/advertising, a corporation tax deduction 
may be available. Customers should however check with their own 
tax compliance advisers/providers for confirmation.

VAT
Charge for services subject to VAT. Customers can recover any VAT in 
line with rules outlined in the VAT act 1994 .

Invoicing customers for Trees4Travel offset: Will invoicing be per 
individual traveller?
No, Capita Travel and Events will charge Trees4Travel services to one 
sustainability cost centre, with our partners Trees4Travel providing a 
full itemised breakdown of Co2 charges and costs per trip which can 
be drilled down by cost centre or a unique identifier from the original 
trip and exported from the dashboard for reporting purposes

Contacts

Billing Queries pre-Capita Travel and Events Invoicing
E: accounts@trees4travel.com

Account queries | Trees4Travel Technical / dashboard queries | 
Account login queries:
E: tech_support@trees4travel.com

http://accounts@trees4travel.com
http://tech_support@trees4travel.com

